).
Since ATM does not provide Media Access Control, it has been a concern that the throughput will be low if an ATM net- 1The ATM Fomm is m international consortium whose god is to accelerate the use of ATM products rmd services through the development of interoperability specifications and the promotion of industry cooperation.
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To model a LAN environment, we used a propagation delay of 3 psec for each link. Note that in this setting, the delay-bandwidth product is only four cells.
Simulations were run with ten "bulk-data" TCP connections. The number 10 was chosen to represent a relatively large number of simultaneous TCPS contending for the same resources. Each TCP connection is assumed to have an infinite supply of data. The simulation time was 15 seconds, which is reasonably long, relative to the average roundtrip time, and allows an aggregate transfer of more than 250 MB of data. In both the packet switch and ATM switch, the output ports use FIFO queuing. Both simulators implement the same version of TCP based on the 4.3-Tahoe BSD release [J88] . Briefly, there are two phases to TCP'S window-adjustment algorithm, A threshold is set initially to half the receiver's advertised window. The connection begins in slow-start phase, and the current window is essentially doubled each roundtrip time until the window reaches the threshold. Then the congestion-avoidance phase is entered, and the current window is increased by roughly one packet each roundtrip time.
The window is never allowed to increase to more than the receiver's advertised window.
In 4.3-Tahoe BSD TCP, packet loss (a dropped packet) is treated as a "congestion experienced" signal. The source uses the fast retransmit procedure to discover a packet loss: if four ACK packets are received acknowledging the same data packet, the source decides that a packet has been dropped [S94] . The source reacts to a packet loss by setting the threshold to half the current window, decreasing the current window to one, and entering the slow-start phase. The source also uses retransmission timers to detect lost packets.
To improve the performance of TCP in the high-speed low-propagation-delay environment modeled in these simulations, we adjusted some parameters in TCP'S algorithm for setting the retransmit timeout values. The current TCP algorithms for measuring the roundtrip time and for computing the retransmit timeout are coupled [J88] and assume a coarse-grained clock. We changed the clock granularity for measuring the roundtrip time to 0.1 ms, and we changed the initial values used to set the retransmit timeout. These changes were necessary in order to explore the possible limi- 5For the cue of~25fj-cell buffer and packet size of 9180 bytes, the data point is not shown because results were segregated. Segregation is discussed in more detail in Appendix A. 6Alfhough the simulations in Figures 2 and 3 were run on different simulators, we have made substantial efforts to reduce secondary effects in the simulations that could obscure the main dynamics. This is described in more detail in the appendices.
size. Similarly, aggregate effective throughput is high even with many TCP connections or large TCP windows.
The following section explains these effects in detail.
Analysis
In this section we consider three possible causes for low effective throughput for TCP over ATM. These are the delivery of inactive cells, link idle time, and the retransmission of packets that have already been received.
The primary reason for the low effective throughput of TCP over ATM in our simulations is that when cells are dropped at the switch, the congested link transmits other cells from "corrupted" packets (that is, packets with at least one cell dropped by the switch). In the absence of fragmentation, this phenomenon does not occur in packet TCP, where packets dropped at the switch are not transmitted over the congested link. This problem of lost throughput due to "dead" cells transmitted on the congested link is made worse by any factor that increases the number of cells dropped at the switch, such as small buffers, large TCP packets, increased TCP window size, or an increase in the number of active connections.
Larger packet sizes increase the number of wasted cells that the congested link transmits when the switch drops a single cell from one packet. In addition, the use of larger TCP packets substantially increases the aggressiveness of TCP'S window increase algorithm, which in the congestion avoidance phase increases the congestion window by roughly one packet per roundtrip time. While larger packet sizes may be considered advantageous because they do not fragment Network File System (NFS) packets (which default to 8 kB), and because some end-nodes can process larger packets more cheaply than smaller packets [A93], large packets are a performance disadvantage in a congested local-area ATM network.
A secondary reason for the low effective throughput in some of the simulations is that the congested link is occasionally idle. However, except for a few simulations with very small buffers, where link idle time reached 20% of the link bandwidth, the amount of link idle time was typically close to zero.
The phenomenon of link idle time due to synchronization of the TCP window adjustment algorithms has been studied for Packet TCP [SZC90] .
This synchronization could be exacerbated in ATM networks, where cells from different packets are usually interleaved at the switch, causing several TCP connections to synchronize and go through slow-start at roughly the same time. Link idle time can be affected by details of the retransmit timer algorithms (discussed in the Appendix).
For the scenarios explored in this paper, this global synchronization is not a significant problem; connections recover fairly quickly from a dropped packet, and a single connection with a small window is sufficient to keep the congested link highly utilized. 
ATM with Partial Packet Discard
Since the main problem with TCP over plain ATM is that useless cells congest the link, an alternative strategy is for the ATM switch to drop all subsequent cells fi-om a packet as soon as one cell has been dropped. In the implementation of EPD in our simulations, the switch drops packets whenever the proportion of the buffer in 7 In our implementation of partiaf Packet Discard, when the switch first drops a cell, the switch does not look in the buffer for earlier cells that belong to the same packet, as such a search through the queue would be expensive to implement in hardware.
use exceeds a fixed threshold; in our simulations this threshold is set to half the buffer size. The switch drops the first arriving cell and all subsequent cells of any incoming packet belonging to a VC designated as using EPD. As long as the buffer queue exceeds the fixed threshold, the switch continues to drop packets from multiple connections. The EPD mechanism does not require cooperation among ATM switches, and does not rely on end-to-end congestion control to prevent uncontrolled buffer overflows. Therefore the benefits of EPD also apply with higher level protocols such as UDP (User Datagram Protocol) that don't use end-toend congestion control. However, because TCP'S end-to-end congestion control responds to a dropped packet by reducing its congestion window, TCP'S congestion control mechanisms act to reduce the overall level of congestion in the longer term. Thus EPD operates within shorter time scales, whereas end-to-end congestion control mechanisms are effective over a longer time period.
In addition to keeping per-VC state, which is also required with Partial Packet Discard, the implementation of EPD requires the switch to monitor the active buffer queue size. The difficulty of supporting EPD for a particular ATM switch depends on the details of the switch architecture; specifically, whether the functions of queue monitoring and packet dropping can be located near each other in the hardware. This is the case for many switches, making it relatively inexpensive to implement EPD.
TCP over ATM with EPD shares many of the dynamics of TCP in packet-switched networks. This includes a lack of protection from misbehaving users, global synchronization
[ZC90], a bias against connections with longer roundtrip times [FJ92] , and a bias against connections with multiple contested gateways [F91 ] . Early Packet Discard could have an additional bias against connections with shorter packets.
If the congestion epoch is short and there are two active con-nections, one with small packets and one with large packets, the switch is likely to find the beginning of one of the smaller packets first, and might never need to drop cells from the connection with larger packets. These biases could be avoided by using additional congestion control mechanisms, as discussed in Section 6.
Preliminary
Investigations on Setting the
EPD Threshold
The goal of EPD is to prevent frequent buffer overflows by dropping complete packets before the buffer fills, rather than preventing all buffer overflows. Occasional buffer overilows do not have serious negative effects on performance.
The EPD threshold essentially functions as the eflective Further work is needed to investigate the desired excess buffer capacity for more diverse scenarios. A number of factors are relevant, including the duration of the congestion epoch; the proportion of the incoming cells during the congestion epoch that belong to outstanding packets, and thus need to be buffered; the range of packet sizes; and the interaction with ATM-level or transport-level congestion control mechanisms. In addition the amount of excess buffer capacity needed depends on how the buffer is shaxed with non-EPD traffic.
Determining the optimal value for the EPD threshold, that is, the effective buffer size, is a separate question from determining the optimal value for the excess buffer capacity. The question of the optimal effective buffer size depends on the context (e.g., LAN or WAN, tradeoffs between throughput and delay, non-EPD traffic, etc.), and is beyond the scope of this paper. One possible way to achieve greater traffic control is to incorporate EPD with a RED gateway strategy, Random Early Detection (RED) gateway mechanisms [FJ93] are designed to maintain a low average queue size in cooperation with end-to-end congestion control mechanisms. If EPD and RED mechanisms were used together, the ATM switch would have two separate queue thresholds for two separate purposes. The EPD tkeshold, which would be fairly k-gh, wouldbe used so that the switch could drop complete packets of cells before being forced by a buffer overflow to drop partial packets of cells. The RED threshold, which would be lower, is a threshold for the average queue size. When the average queue size indicates persistent congestion, the switch would begin to inform sources to use their end-to-end flow control mechanisms to reduce the load on the network.
Two traffic management schemes for best-effort traffic are currently under development by the ATM Forum Traffic Management working group. One scheme is a feedback control scheme to operate at the ATM level, similar in nature to DECbit and TCP. In this scheme, the ATM-level source adjusts its sending rate in response to congestion indications from the ATM switches. Early versions appear in [M91, N93] . By incorporating EPD mechanisms, feedback control schemes could be more tolerant of occasional cell loss, and could be designed to focus more heavily on other traffic management goals.
The second proposal under investigation in the ATM Fo-rum is a hop-by-hop credit-based strategy [KC94, S91 ]. This proposal is based on the goal of avoiding cell drops by allowing a VC to transmit cells on a link only when it is known that sufficient buffer capacity is available at the receiving switch. Also it would be useful to explore further the behavior of both mechanisms in an environment of multiple switches and a large number of VCS.
Of course, if ATM best-effort service is defined to require a cell-loss rate below 10-6, then EPD is of little relevance. An important issue to consider is whether elimination of cell loss is desirable for best-effort traffic, which typically uses modern transport protocols such as TCP that have congestion control mechanisms at the transport layer. Currently such transport protocols rely on packet drops as the indication of congestion in the network. If packets are not dropped, the transport protocol will not be able exercise congestion control and may behave problematically. Further investigation of these issues is needed.
This work has pointed toward several minor ways that TCP may be changed to accommodate native ATM. First, because ATM networks should not reorder or duplicate cells, TCP connections transmitted over all-ATM networks do not necessarily have to wait for three duplicate ACKS to reliably infer a dropped packet. For TCP connections whose entire path is over ATM networks, changing the duplicate ACK threshold to one can improve performance by reducing the reliance on the retransmit timer.8
Another change in TCP that would accommodate ATM would be to dynamically vary the packet size. Smaller packet sizes could be used in LANs, where the advantages of larger packets are not as great, and where a less-aggressive window increase algorithm is appropriate.
A further change to TCP that would facilitate interactions with ATM-level congestion control mechanisms would be for TCP congestion control mechanisms to respond to explicit indications of congestion, in addition to using packet drops as indications of congestion. We are currently exploring such modifications to TCP.9 8 Acknowledgments
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A Simulation Details
We used two different simulators for these experiments, one for the simulations of Packet TCP, and another for the simulations of TCP over ATM. Neither simulator is capable of running both kinds of simulations.
Occasionally in simulations one or more connections can be starved out (prevented from attaining any bandwidth by the other connections).
This phenomenon, called segregation, has been explained in relation to phase effects in [FJ92] .
In order to avoid these phase effects the simulations in this paper add a small random component to the roundtrip time for each packet [FJ92] . In addition, both the Packet TCP and the ATM simulations include an added telnet connection that uses less than 1YO of the link bandwidth. The telnet connection further offsets phase effects by sending short packets at random times.
In the Packet TCP simulations, the link speed ranges from 141.176 Mbps to 141.528 Mbps, depending on the packet size. This gives a packet transmission time that is an integer number of microseconds, ranging from 29 psec for a 512-byte packet to 520~sec for a 91 80-byte packet.
B TCP Retransmit Timers
The clock granularity for TCP can contribute to poor TCP performance in a high-speed low-propagation-delay environment with ATM. In TCP, the retransmission timer is set as a function of the roundtrip time. The minimum value for the retransmit timer is twice the TCP clock tick, where the TCP clock tick refers to the granularity of the clock used for measuring the TCP roundtrip time. If a retransmitted packet is itself dropped, an exponential backoff is triggered.
In the TCP Tahoe release, the clock granularity is typically 300-500 msec; this clock granularity can be too coarse for the high-speed low-propagation-delay ATM environment. With a clock granularity of 300 msec, when a TCP packet is dropped due to congestion, the retransmit timer gets set to a relatively large value, compared to the actual roundtrip time.
For the simulations reported here, we set the TCP clock granularity to. 1 msec, which worked reasonably well for this environment. 10 Because the algorithms for setting the retransmit timer assume a somewhat coarse granularity for the TCP clock, relative to the measured roundtrip times, simulations with the clock granularity set to 1 psec result in spurious retransmissions.
To further explore the effects of clock granularity, we ran 
C Packet Retransmission Rates
In the simulations of TCP over ATM with EPD, the effective throughput is generally high; the only exceptions are simulations where the buffer contains only a few packets worth of cells. Nevertheless, the packet retransmission rate can be high even when the effective throughput is close to optimal, Figure 7 shows the cell loss rates for simulations with TCP over plain ATM. Figures 8,9 , and 10 show the packet retransmission rates for simulations with TCP over plain ATM, TCP over ATM with EPD, and Packet TCP. is shown on the x-axis; the y-axis shows the number of retransmitted packets, as a percentage of the total number of packets, disregarding duplicates. If packets are retransmitted more than once, the percentage retransmission can be over 100. For simulations with EPD, the cell loss rate is comparable to the packet retransmission rate.
As 
